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The perfect companion 

for the MKR boards 

& grove ecosystem.

Want to connect several Seeed Studio 

Grove modules to your Arduino board? 

The Arduino MKR CONNECTOR CARRIER is 

the perfect companion for Arduino MKR 

boards and a Grove ecosystem.

STORE.ARDUINO.CC/ARDUINO-MKR-CONNECTION-SHIELD

MKR CONNECTOR 

CARRIER



Do you have several components to connect to 

your project and would rather use connectors 

instead of soldering? The Arduino MKR 

CONNECTOR CARRIER provides Seeed Studio's 

Grove connectors to your MKR board. The MKR 

CONNECTOR CARRIER shield is an essential tool 

for rapidly prototyping activity. It allows you to 

connect easily and quickly sensors with Grove 

connectors. This shield can allow you to build 

applications with different IoT connectivities by 

simply changing the MKR board and with 

almost no changes to the code.

GENERAL

Input Voltage   7V-16 V

 

   Digital I/Os  7

Analog Inputs 7

Interfaces   UART, I2C

Power Consumption 5mA

25 gWeight

  ASX00007Product Code

MKR CONNECTOR CARRIER
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